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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

 

Every year there are almost 2-3 million deaths by latent tuberculosis persists in over a 

billion individuals worldwide. It is being very clear that TB is spread through the air when 

people with lung TB cough, sneeze, or spit. A person needs to inhale only a few germs to 

become infected. As a result, there is an essential need for an innovative approach to 

tuberculosis treatment. During chronic infection with M. tuberculosis, or early innate 

immune response the phagocytes initiate internalization of M. tuberculosis through the 

pathogenic antigen. Phytochemicals, which are plant-derived metabolites that act as anti-

mycobacterial are used in a wide variety of medical applications. In this work, we applied 

computational techniques to evaluate the therapeutic potential of diverse plant 

phytochemicals that can be used against diabetes, as well as the control of differentially 

expressed genes via molecular pathways and biological processes which will aid in 

tuberculosis management. We  analyzed a RNA seq dataset for diabetes taken from the 

GEO database and further processed it as per requirements into an usable report. A total of 

379 genes were identified out of which 16 were getting upregulated and 363 

downregulated genes. These genes were then matched with the phytochemicals from the 

plants that are known to have an effect for diabetes. Later on, gene enrichment analysis 

revealed that the downregulated DEGs were mainly enriched in the biological processes 

like regulation of apoptotic signalling, mitochondrial depolarisation and in Angiotensin-

Activated Signalling. Upregulated DEGs were basically related to the biological process 

like cellular responses to organic cyclic compounds. Finally, hub genes and hub modules 

were identified that could show a potential significance in the Diabetes 
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CHAPTER 1 

                                             INTRODUCTION 

Chronic disorders (CDC) are the set of diseases that are persistent or long-lasting 

minimum three months and its effects are gradually seen. Tuberculosis, Diabetes, 

Cancer, Stroke, Arthritis are some well-known chronic disorders.  

TB is one of the oldest recorded catastrophes caused by slow-growing pathogenic 

bacteria M. tuberculosis and it most often affects the lower respiratory tract. Every 

year there are approximately 2-3 million deaths by latent tuberculosis persists in over 

a billion individuals worldwide. It is being very clear that TB is spread through the air 

when people with lung tuberculosis cough, sneeze, or spit. 

LTBI is defined as a clinical conditioning which a host is chronically infected with M. 

tuberculosis but without evidence of clinically manifested active Tuberculosis disease. 

The most commonly used diagnostic tool for tuberculosis is a simple skin test i.e. 

known as Mantoux tuberculin skin test (TST), though blood tests are becoming more 

common place. Additional tests are required to confirm TB disease.  

Drug therapies for tubercuosis have not been changed significantly in the past several 

decades although this current treatment regimen is very long and very complicated. 

The currently established regimen requires various drugs to be taken simultaneously; 

by which there is chance of increasing the patient’s risk of harmful drug interactions. 

All of these factors discussed contributes to suboptimal patient adherence to  the 

current treatment which leads to further propagation of infectious drug-resistant strains 

of TB. 

Gene expression is an organic-phenomena by which a gene is regulated within a cell 

to form RNA and proteins. Genetic variation further leads to a            disease due to faulty 

regulation of gene expression. With the advancement of technology and to decrease the 



                                                                           

challenge of analysing large gene expression datasets, bioinformaticians had 

developed various new solutions. Metabolite profiling and massive progress in high 

throughput sequencing gave rise to a new domain of ‘phytochemical genomics’. 

Phytochemicals are plant metabolites that help to modulate coding and non-coding 

RNA gene expression which helps in normal functioning of the metabolic pathways 

and also for treating chronic diseases caused by oxidative stress. Thus, phytotherapies 

are gaining attention nowadays for treating diabetes and finding new drug model. 

Phytochemicals against tuberculosis taken from medicinal plants provides identical 

ways for developing functional foods and anti-mycobacterial drugs. 

 

 

For better understanding of the corelation between genes with the pathways for various 

diseases researchers took the help of computation tools like Enrichr for pathway 

enrichment analysis and Cytoscape for functional analysis.  It has been reported that 

plants like onion, ginger, tea and phytochemicals (i.e. curcumin and resveratrol) with an 

impact on tuberculosis.  

In this study, we have illustrated the role of plant phytochemicals whose genes are 

regulated depending on the pathway for T2D. Further, we have explored a number of 

computational databases like: 

 (1) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) which is a repository for RNA-seq, microarray, 

chip data  

(2) BioJupies a web application for generation of customized notebooks of raw dataset 

obtained from GEO.  

(3) IMPPAT a manually curated largest database which provide information about the 



                                                                           

medicinal plants and its related phytochemicals along with their canonical smiles that 

help in figuring out the chemical structure.  

(4) STRING database for predicting the protein-protein interaction 

(5) Enrichr for analysis of the cellular component, molecular functionality and enriched 

biological pathways. 

 

  



                                                                           

                                             CHAPTER 2 

                                  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Tuberculosis (TB)  

TB is one of the oldest recorded catastrophes, first reported by Robert Koch in 1882, caused by slow-

growing pathogenic bacteria M. tuberculosis (see Table 1) and it most often affects the lower 

respiratory tract. Every year there are almost 2-3 million deaths by latent tuberculosis infection 

persists in over a billion individuals worldwide. Tuberculosis can be spread through the air when the 

people with lung Tuberculosis  cough, sneeze, or spit in the environment. A person becomes infected 

when only a few germs are inhaled by them. Tuberculosis pateints experience the following 

symptoms like fever, cough, and weight loss, and the diagnosis of TB can usually be confirmed with 

culture, sputum smear, and molecular tests. Often, these symptoms will be mild for many months 

after the infection [1].  

 

S.No. Mycobacteria belongs to  

1. Kingdom Bacteria 

2. Phylum Actinobacteria 

3. Order Actinomycetales 

4. Family Mycobacteriaceae 

5. Genus Mycobacterium 

 

                                                Table 1: - Classification of mycobacteria 

 

 



                                                                           

2.2 The genome of M. tuberculosis  

The total genome architecture of the virulent strain of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which is H37Rv 

was completely sequenced and published in 1998. It presents a sequence of 4.4 X106 bps and encode 

4,000 genes and high guanine plus cytosine (G+C) content (65.5%) [2]. 

2.3 Classification of TB  

Although TB disease can be viewed as a dynamic continuum from M. tuberculosis infection to active 

infectious disease, patients are categorized as having either latent TB infection (LTBI) or active TB 

disease for simplicity in clinical and public health settings. LTBI is defined as a clinical conditioning 

which a host is chronically infected with M. tuberculosis but without evidence of clinically 

manifested active TB disease [4,5].  

2.4 Diagnosis and Treatment of Tuberculosis  

The most commonly used diagnostic tool for tuberculosis is a simple skin test i.e. 

known as Mantoux tuberculin skin test (TST), though blood tests are becoming more 

common place. Additional tests are required to confirm TB disease. A complete 

diagnosis process or  medical assessment for TB must include a chest X-ray, a medical 

history,  and a culture based examination and also, acid fast staining and PCR, or True 

NAT/Mtb expert are PCR based assays [4]. Drug therapies for tubercuosis have not 

been changed significantly in the past several decades although this current treatment 

regimen is very long and very complicated. The currently established regimen requires 

various drugs to be taken simultaneously; by which there is chance of increasing the 

patient’s risk of harmful drug interactions. All of these factors discussed contributes to 

suboptimal patient adherence to  the current treatment which leads to further 

propagation of infectious drug-resistant strains of TB [7].  



                                                                           

 

 

                                            Table 2:- Tuberculosis treatment regimen.  

 

2.5 Global TB Data  

In 2019, based on the surveillance and survey data WHO published Global TB report, worldwide 

every year approx. 10 million people fall ill with Tuberculosis worldwide. Tuberculosis is included 

in top 10 causes of death of human by a single infectious agent. These diseases can affect anyone 

anywhere, but in 90% of cases, TB is mostly developed in adults. The is ratio of male and female 

infected with TB is 2:1. Although TB is preventable curable and preventable disease, there are 1.5 

million people die from TB every year which makes TB the world’s top infectious killer. About half 

of all people with TB can be found in 8 countries: China, Bangladesh, Indonesia, India, Pakistan, 

Nigeria, South Africa and Philippines (Global Tuberculosis report). According to the WHO, there 

are 484 000 new cases of tuberculosis with resistance to rifampicin (which is the most effective first-

line drug of tuberculosis) of which 78% pateints had MDR-TB.  

2.7 Intracellular environment and adaptation  

During chronic infection with M. tuberculosis, or early innate immune response the phagocytes 



                                                                           

initiate internalization of M. tuberculosis through the pathogenic antigen interacts with certain host 

receptors, mainly the Toll-like receptors (TLR)-2 present in the phagosome, hence effecting lipid 

body formation in macrophages. Conversion of normal macrophages into foamy ones happens due 

to an imbalance in the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) fraction [16]. There are many types of LDL 

such as phospholipids and triacylglycerol which get metabolized whereas cholesterol undergoes 

esterification and gets retained in the macrophages and later deported into lipid droplets. 

Accumulation of foamy macrophages in granulomas during infection was proposed to be due to the 

action of mycolic acid [17], but later refuted by studies that showed that Mtb infection on its own 

did not indice foamy macrophage formation [13–15]. At later stages of infection, the bacteria are 

contained in phagosomes and are located near lipid bodies [17]. Additionally, the bacteria are known 

to utilize fatty acid release from host triacylglycerol and incorporate into its triacylglycerol pools, 

primarily by the action of bacterial triacylglycerol synthase. M. tuberculosis is known to tolerate the 

lipid-rich adipocytes thus suggesting its ability to survive by manipulation of host lipid 

metabolism[18,19].  

 

2.8 The cellular immune response to M. tuberculosis  

As I have mentioned tuberculosis disease is spread by airborne droplet, reside inside the macrophage 

and early host response to M. tuberculosis infection is characterized by alveolar macrophage and 

neutrophils. Therefore it is important to understand how the immune system is affected due to 

infection? What role do immune cells play during infection?.  

2.9 Regulation of the immune response during M. tuberculosis infection.  

Once the entry of M. tuberculosis inside the lung recognition by alveolar macrophages and dendritic 

cells is followed by an inflammatory response. The alveolar macrophage, specific regulator 

pathways that normally serve to limit host-induced immune pathology may promote pathogen 

survival inside the host. Two such regulators include cytokine IL-10 and regulatory T cells). It is 



                                                                           

more suppressing that IL-10 produce by several immune cells in the host such as neutrophils, 

macrophages, B cells, DCs, and T cells. The stimulation of IL-10 during infection act as an 

immunosuppressive cytokine and lead to blocking chemotactic factors that control dendritic cells 

trafficking to the demanding lymph nodes. Besides, it is also involved in inhibition of macrophage 

effector functions and delays production of the cytokines IFN, IFN-γ and IL-17 by CD4+ T cells in 

the lung, with reduced bacterial killing and decreased secretion of cytokines/chemokines. 

 

Gene expression is a process by which information from a gene is utilised to build            a protein. 

It is considered as an efficient way to predict the mechanisms of toxicity. It continuously 

compares the RNA expressions of several genes. Differential expression in genes is basically 

due to genetic alterations/ variations. When a mutation is seen in a protein that is crucial in 

body functioning then diseases are caused [16]. It is important in understanding the biological 

differences between a healthy and a diseased person. DGE is associated with methylation of 

DNA [16]. As mentioned before techniques like high throughput sequencing (RNA-Seq), 

cellular microarray chip methods are mainly used to scan the gene expressions of large 

number of test samples. This advances in technologies allowed the biomedical sector to 

undergo more research on cell therapeutics and drug discovery. RNA-Seq technique is more 

powerful than microarray for transcriptome analysis as it helps in finding more DEGs and 

gave a wider quantitative range of expression changes. RNA-Seq data helps to identify non-

coding DEGs, new transcripts like fusion genes (that are formed due to chromosome 

rearrangement), also detect SNPs and compare between a particular data and reference 

genome (1000 genome project) [17]. A different method used is ‘exome sequencing’ where 

only particular nucleotide changes in the coding regions that results to a specific phenotype. 

Recently, research finds this technique more useful. edgeR, DESeq2, R package are some 

well-known software used for differential gene expression analysis [18]. 



                                                                           

From the classical experiments it was concluded that proteins are important for biological 

functions and also for predicting the phenotypes. And with the advancement of science, it 

was found that proteins naturally are not functional rather when interacted with different 

molecules like DNA, RNA they help in stimulating signalling pathways, cellular components 

[19]. Thus, analysis of protein interaction become a crucial part for bioinformaticians. 

Protein-protein interaction data can be utilised is several studies relating to identifying 

new functionality of a protein, recognizing the genotype and phenotype associations, drug 

development in biomedical sector. Proteins interactions helps in differentiating control and 

diseased samples molecular basis and cellular functionality. Information about protein 

interaction can be gathered by literature mining and also from high-throughput methods like 

yeast-2-hybrid techniques (Y2H). Among all the proteins used for predicting the network 

between them some are called ‘hub proteins’ as they show high number of interactions [20]. 

Some commonly available software for determining protein interactions: Cytoscape, 

ShinyGO, QuickGO. While using the software some standard indices are used like average 

degree(K), clustering coefficient(C), average path length (L), diameter(D). The protein 

networks help in identifying the pathways related to a disease. Some recent findings says that 

almost 39,000 protein interactions have been identified in humans, disease genes have a 

tendency to code for the highly interacted proteins and also try to cluster together in the 

network positions, proteins of same kind of phenotype are mainly interconnected [21]. In a 

study it has been found that variation on genes of linked proteins results in same disease as 

they share a similar functional relation. Thus, PPI also help in prioritize the genes for 

identifying the background genetic role in a disease [22]. Once the networks are clearly 

understood, drug designing becomes easy for the researchers as they can easily identify the 

potential drug targets. If a drug target is found to be a hub gene, then its inhibition can affect 

various other interaction thus, making it not a suitable target point. So, a gene that is less 



                                                                           

interconnected should always be chosen a potential drug targeting point. 

For examining modification in the genetic expressions, its related pathways are studied. Gene 

and its pathway enrichment analysis is another essential part of in-silico studies to interpret 

datasets containing candidate genes for their biological process, cellular component [23]. 

Some tools for doing gene set enrichment are: Enrichr tool that is for mammalian gene sets, 

accessed through API and helps in visualizing the interactions in the form of charts and 

graphs, AmiGO2 developed by Gene Ontology group, Blast2GO platform for determining 

functional annotation and genomic datasets. 

 

 



                                                                           

                                                           CHAPTER 3  

                                   MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
 

3.1 Preparation of Dataset 

Publicly available RNA-sequenced dataset was obtained from NCBI Gene 

Expression Omnibus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)  database [24]. All the tissue 

samples were obtained from whole blood of infected and non-infected patients of 

tuberculosis. Basic information about the dataset is shown in Table 3A and 3B. 

 

 
Table 1: Brief information on the selected dataset. 

 

Tissue Origin 
Geo Accession 

Number 
Sequencing 

Technique Used 

Sample Size 
Control Patient 

Whole  

Blood 

 
 GSE107993     
         [25] 

RNA Sequencing 
OR 

High Throughout 
Sequencing 

 

69 

 

69 

(A) 
 

 

Sample_geo_accession 

 

Sample Title 

 

Gender 

 

Group 

 

GSM2886136 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample2 M Control 

GSM2886137 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample3 M Control 

GSM2886138 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample4 M Control 

GSM2886139 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample5 M Control 

GSM2886140 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample6 M Control 

GSM2886141 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample7 M Control 

GSM2886142 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample10 M Control 

GSM2886143 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample11 M Control 

GSM2886144 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample12 M Control 

GSM2886145 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample13 M Control 

GSM2886146 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample14 M Control 

GSM2886147 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample15 M Control 

GSM2886148 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample16 M Control 

GSM2886149 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample17 M Control 

GSM2886150 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample18 F Control 

GSM2886151 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample19 F Control 

GSM2886152 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample20 F Control 

GSM2886153 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample21 F Control 

GSM2886154 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample22 M LTBI 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/


                                                                           

GSM2886155 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample23 M LTBI 

GSM2886156 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample24 M LTBI 

GSM2886157 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample25 M LTBI 

GSM2886158 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample26 M LTBI 

GSM2886159 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample27 M LTBI 

GSM2886160 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample28 M LTBI 

GSM2886161 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample29 M Control 

GSM2886162 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample30 M Control 

GSM2886163 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample31 M Control 

GSM2886164 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample32 M Control 

GSM2886165 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample33 M Control 

GSM2886166 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample34 M Control 

GSM2886167 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample35 F LTBI 

GSM2886168 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample36 F LTBI 

GSM2886169 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample37 F LTBI 

GSM2886170 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample38 F LTBI 

GSM2886171 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample39 F LTBI 

GSM2886172 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample40 F LTBI 

GSM2886173 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample41 M Control 

GSM2886174 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample42 M Control 

GSM2886175 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample43 M Control 

GSM2886176 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample44 M Control 

GSM2886177 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample45 M Control 

GSM2886178 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample47 F LTBI 

GSM2886179 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample48 F LTBI 

GSM2886180 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample49 F LTBI 

GSM2886181 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample50 F LTBI 

GSM2886182 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample51 M Control 

GSM2886183 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample52 M Control 

GSM2886184 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample53 M Control 

GSM2886185 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample54 M Control 

GSM2886186 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample55 M Control 

GSM2886187 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample56 M Control 

GSM2886188 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample57 M LTBI 

GSM2886189 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample58 M LTBI 

GSM2886190 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample61 M Control 

GSM2886191 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample62 M Control 

GSM2886192 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample63 M Control 

GSM2886193 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample64 M Control 

GSM2886194 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample65 M Control 

GSM2886195 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample66 F Control 

GSM2886196 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample67 F Control 

GSM2886197 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample68 F Control 

GSM2886198 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample69 F Control 

GSM2886199 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample70 M Control 

GSM2886200 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample71 M Control 



                                                                           

GSM2886201 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample72 M Control 

GSM2886202 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample73 M Control 

GSM2886203 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample77 M LTBI 

GSM2886204 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample78 M LTBI 

GSM2886205 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample79 M LTBI 

GSM2886206 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample80 M LTBI 

GSM2886207 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample81 M LTBI 

GSM2886208 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample83 M Control 

GSM2886209 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample84 M Control 

GSM2886210 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample85 M Control 

GSM2886211 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample86 M Control 

GSM2886212 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample87 M Control 

GSM2886213 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample88 M Control 

GSM2886214 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample92 F LTBI 

GSM2886215 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample93 F LTBI 

GSM2886216 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample94 F LTBI 

GSM2886217 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample95 F LTBI 

GSM2886218 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample96 F LTBI 

GSM2886219 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample97 M Control 

GSM2886220 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample98 M Control 

GSM2886221 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample99 M Control 

GSM2886222 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample100 M Control 

GSM2886223 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample101 F Control 

GSM2886224 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample102 F Control 

GSM2886225 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample103 F Control 

GSM2886226 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample104 F Control 

GSM2886227 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample107 M LTBI 

GSM2886228 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample108 M LTBI 

GSM2886229 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample109 M LTBI 

GSM2886230 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample110 M LTBI 

GSM2886231 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample111 M LTBI 

GSM2886232 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample112 M LTBI 

GSM2886233 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample113 M LTBI 

GSM2886234 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample114 M LTBI 

GSM2886235 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample115 F LTBI 

GSM2886236 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample116 F LTBI 

GSM2886237 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample117 F LTBI 

GSM2886238 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample118 F LTBI 

GSM2886239 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample120 F LTBI 

GSM2886240 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample121 F LTBI 

GSM2886241 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample122 F LTBI 

GSM2886242 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample123 F LTBI 

GSM2886243 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample125 M LTBI 

GSM2886244 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample126 M LTBI 

GSM2886245 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample127 M LTBI 

GSM2886246 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample129 M LTBI 



                                                                           

GSM2886247 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample130 M LTBI 

GSM2886248 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample131 M LTBI 

GSM2886249 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample132 M LTBI 

GSM2886250 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample133 M LTBI 

GSM2886251 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample134 M LTBI 

GSM2886252 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample135 M LTBI 

GSM2886253 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample136 M LTBI 

GSM2886254 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample137 M LTBI 

GSM2886255 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample140 M Control 

GSM2886256 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample141 M Control 

GSM2886257 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample142 M Control 

GSM2886258 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample143 M Control 

GSM2886259 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample144 M Control 

GSM2886260 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample145 M Control 

GSM2886261 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample146 M Control 

GSM2886262 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample150 F LTBI 

GSM2886263 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample151 F LTBI 

GSM2886264 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample152 F LTBI 

GSM2886265 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample153 F LTBI 

GSM2886266 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample154 M LTBI 

GSM2886267 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample155 M LTBI 

GSM2886268 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample156 M LTBI 

GSM2886269 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample157 M LTBI 

GSM2886270 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample158 M LTBI 

GSM2886271 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample159 M LTBI 

GSM2886272 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample160 M LTBI 

GSM2886273 Leicester_non_progressor_longitudnal_only_Sample161 M LTBI 
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3.2 Creation of Notebook for the Dataset 

With the help of BioJupies tool we have processed the raw RNA-seq dataset into an usable 

and interactive report. After generating the notebook, export the differentially expressed 

gene table. The table contained more than 10000 genes which was further filtered on the 

basis of log FC and adj. P-value to get the upregulated and downregulated genes. Notably, 

parameters for filtering of log FC value was taken as greater than or equal to ‘2’ or less 

than or equal to ‘-2’ and for adj. P- value maximum threshold was set at ‘0.05’ [26]. 



                                                                           

3.3 Exploring Plant-Based Phytochemicals. 

 

The next objective was to find the plant phytochemicals whose genes are matching with the dataset. 

IMPPAT database has enabled the approach of searching the phytochemicals from the medicinal 

plant [27]. From literature it was predicted that Allium cepa (onion) plant has some antimycobacterial 

properties so in our study also we had firstly referred to  plant Allium cepa (onion) and some other 

like Aloe vera , Allium sativum, Azadirachta indica (neem), Acalypha indica, Adhatoda 

vasicaNees.[28] After getting the phytochemicals and their canonical smiles, structure could be 

predicted. 

 

3.4 Creation of Notebook for the Dataset 

With the help of BioJupies tool we have processed the raw RNA-seq dataset into an usable 

and interactive report. After generating the notebook, export the differentially expressed 

gene table. The table contained more than 10000 genes which was further filtered on the 

basis of log FC and adj. P-value to get the upregulated and downregulated genes. Notably, 

parameters for filtering of log FC value was taken as greater than or equal to ‘2’ or less 

than or equal to ‘-2’ and for adj. P- value maximum threshold was set at ‘0.05’ [26]. 

 

3.5 Exploring Plant-Based Phytochemicals. 

The next objective was to find the plant phytochemicals whose genes are matching with 

the dataset. IMPPAT database has enabled the approach of searching the phytochemicals 

from the medicinal plant [27]. From literature it was predicted that Allium cepa (onion) 

plant has some antimycobacterial properties so in our study also we had firstly referred to  



                                                                           

plant Allium cepa (onion) and some other like Aloe vera , Allium sativum, Azadirachta 

indica (neem), Acalypha indica, Adhatoda vasicaNees.[28] After getting the 

phytochemicals and their canonical smiles, structure could be predicted. 

 

3.6 Target Finding 

To predict the most closely related genes/ proteins and targets of small molecules a web 

tool, Swiss target prediction has been explored[29]. Out of all the plants searched Allium 

cepa (onion)  and Acalypha indica showed the highest number of target matches. Allium 

cepa had total of 302 matched genes. 

 

3.7 Construction of Protein-Protein Interaction Network Using Matched DEGs 

The DEGs that were found matching with the plant phytochemical genes were obtained 

and given as input of protein protein interaction (PPI). The STRING database was used 

to construct the protein protein interaction network [30]. The confidence score was set as 

0.4 and the network was visualized within STRING database itself. 

 

3.8 Gene Enrichment and Pathway Analysis 

The gene enrichment analysis was performed with the help of Enrichr [31]. The 

enrichment analysis was performed on the phytochemical derived DEGS matching with 

the selected dataset. Separate enrichment analysis was performed for biological process, 

cellular component and molecular function. The pathway enrichment analysis was 

performed with wikipathways. 



                                                                           

CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

 

4.1 Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes in Tuberculosis: 

After selection of a suitable RNA-seq dataset from GEO and customizing it as per 

requirements, we generated a control vs perturbation analysis notebook from BioJupies. 

The notebook contained several sections like Load Dataset, Clustergrammer, Library Size 

Analysis, Volcano Plot, Differential Expression Table, Enrichr Links. Our requirement 

was Differential Expression Table, so we exported it and filtered. After background 

correction, normalization and filtering with p-value <=0.05 and logFC greater than or 

equal to ‘2’ or less than or equal to ‘-2’ the expression data’s, we found 16 upregulated 

genes and 363 downregulated genes. A basic information of the obtained results from the 

dataset are consolidated into the Table 3. The volcano plot of the dataset has been shown 

in the Figure 2A where the red marks depict the upregulated genes and the blue marks for 

down regulated genes., the heatmap representing the gene expression for each sample is 

depicted in 2B. The rows of the heatmap are the genes and every column is the individual 

samples. The cells represent the expression values after normalization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                           

 

Figure2. Volcano Plot of expression profile of the dataset. (GSE107993) 

 

 

4.2 Phytochemical Counts 

 

After exploring the IMPPAT database for finding the plant phytochemicals associated 

genes and then taking their canonical SMILES (Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry 

System) which is basically a chemical symbolisation of the chemical structures which are 

computer readable. Those were taken as input to Swiss Target Prediction for matching 

with the expression gene dataset. Further, we observed that: 

 

 Acalypha indica  plant phytochemicals had 51 matched genes 

 Alleum cepa(onion) had 302 genes matching 



                                                                           

 

As the highest number of matches were from onion plant, we chose it for further studies. 

Figure 3 shows the related phytochemicals that are derived from the onion plant. The 

network has been created from cytoscape version 4.1 

 

Figure 3: Cytoscape network for medicinal plant (onion) and its associated  

phytochemicals. 

The table 4 below represents the genes matching between the plant phytochemicals and 

the downloaded dataset from GEO. 

 

S.No.          Phytochemical                    Matching Genes 

1. Phytosterols PTGER2 

SMO 

PTGDR 
 

2. sinapaldehyde glucoside ADORA3 



                                                                           

LGALS9 

CDC25B 

TYMP 

SRD5A1 
 

3. beta.-Amyrin CDC25B 

PTAFR 

PTGER2 

C5AR1 
 

4. (-)-Epicatechin gallate FUT4 

CA4 

ADORA3 

ALPL 

MT-ND4 
 

5. (1α,2α,3α,4α,5β)-2,3-

dimethyl-5,6-

dithiabicyclo[2.1.1]hexane 5-

oxide 

MAP2 

PARP10 

MPO 

CDC25B 

ALOX5 

CTSS 

CTSB 

ALOX15 

ADORA3 

SRD5A1 

TYMP 
 

6. (2E)-2-Methylbut-2-en-1-ol CA4 

MPO 

ALPL 

CASP1 

CYP2D6 
 

7. 1-Caffeoyl-beta-D-glucose ADORA3 

ELANE 

CA4 

CDC25B 

MGAM 

TYMP 
 

8.  

1-O-(4-Coumaroyl)-beta-D-

glucose 

CA4 

ADORA3 

TYMP 

ELANE 

CDC25B 

MGAM 
 

9. 1-O-feruloyl-beta-D-glucose ADORA3 

ELANE 

ALOX5 

CASP1 

TYMP 
 

10. 1-octanol 

 
CA4 

CDC25B 



                                                                           

SPHK1 

PTGER2 
 

11. 2-Methyl-2-penten-1-ol CA4 

CASP1 

MPO 

ALPL 

PTAFR 

ELANE 
 

12. 2-METHYL-2-PENTENAL CA4 

CASP1 

CDC25B 

PARP10 

MPO 

ELANE 

ALOX5 

SRD5A1 

CTSS 

CTSB 

ALOX15 
 

13. 2-Methyl-Butyl-2-Methyl-

Butyrate 

CTSL 

CTSB 

ELANE 

ADORA3 

CXCR2 

ALOX15 

TSPO 
 

14. 2,3-Dimethylthiophene CTSS 

CTSL 

CTSB 
 

15. 2,4-Dihydroxycinnamic acid ALOX5 

CA4 

TPMT 

PTGER2 

ELANE 

ALPL 

DTYMK 
 

 

              Table 4: List of phytochemicals of fenugreek plant showing matched genes. 



                                                                           

 

4.3 Establishment of Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Network 

 
The matching DEGs were taken as input for studying the protein protein interaction 

network (PPI). The STRING database was used to make the network. The parameter of 

confidence score was set as ‘0.4’. The result was visualized in the STRING database itself. 

The PPI network is shown in Figure 4. 

                                         Figure 4: PPI network with the matched 



                                                                           

DEGs. 

 

4.4 Gene Enrichment Analysis 

 

 
The Enrichr tool was used to perform the gene enrichment analysis. The process was 

performed on the matching genes. The enrichment analysis was performed in biological 

process, cellular component, molecular function and pathways affected. A Cytoscape 

plug-in CLUEGO can also be used for the functional enrichment analysis. For our study 

we took the help of Enrichr and enrichment analysis was performed with biological 

process, cellular component, molecular function and wikipathways. 

 

In case of the shortlisted genes, biological processes were over-represented in the 

neutrophil degranulation, neutrophil activation involoved in immune response, 

proteolysis, positive regulation of tumor necrosis factor-mediated signaling pathway. The 

enriched molecular functions were cysteine-type peptidase activity,cysteine- type 

endopeptidase activity, hydrolase activity. Finally, wikipathways found significantly 

enriched pathways like Metabolism of alpha-linolenic acid, Nanomaterial-induced 

inflammasome activation, Small Ligand GPCRs, Benzene metabolism, Melatonin 

metabolism and effects, PCRs, Biosynthesis with Skeletal Dysplasias, Class A 

Rhodopsin, Eicosanoid Synthesis. The enrichment result with p value <=0.05 are shown 

in Figure 5A to 5D. 

 



                                                                           

 

 

(A) 

 

 

 

 

 

(B)



                                                                           

 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                                                        (C) 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

(D) 

 

 

Figure 5: Top Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment results along with associated genes in 

biological process, molecular function, cellular component and the wiki pathway of the 

phytochemical associated matched genes. (A-D) 



                                                                           

 

CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Tuberculosis is considered as one of the critical illness world-wide as it has a deep 

negative effect on the quality of life, economic status and mental health of the affected 

people. Constant regulation related to physical activity, intake of proper diet, is required. 

In present, proper diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis is still not satisfactory, and the 

risk percentage of people getting affected is still rising. Studies and intensive research on 

pathogenesis and finding of suitable single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) is urgently 

required as SNPs mainly are considered as good markers as they are directly related to 

the genes. Some research has reported that SNPs that are situated in the non-coding region 

are considered more susceptible for diseases. Despite of presently available numerous 

anti-mycobacterial medicines, their certain side effects and shortcomings related to 

durability limit their implications. Understanding the reason for dysfunction of the β-cells 

of islet of Langerhans at a molecular level can provide better treatment and identification 

of the pinpointing markers. Some studies found out the marker genes from one of the 

GEO data-set by undergoing the steps of exploring DEGs and then network analysis, 

finally by GO and KEGG enrichment, PPI networking and then functional analysis. In 

the GEO database there are mainly two types of method used: Microarray and High-

throughput sequencing (RNA- seq). In our work preference has been given to high-

throughput sequencing method data as it provides more perfect results in both qualitative 

and quantitative when compared to microarray. After selection of the dataset screening 

was done by setting some standard parameters to the adj p-value and Log FC columns as 

they provide the final expression results for controlled and affected samples. In our study 

we tried to find the related plant whose phytochemical can have a strong effect on 



                                                                           

differentially expression of the genes thus can solve the present challenges. From research 

it has been found that nutraceuticals and phytomedicines have comparatively lower side 

effects thus can be a good alternative for the drug related complications. Traditionally, 

using of plant derived medicines, ointments was considered as the best method globally 

and these approaches has also taken up the credit for its potential as anti-mycobacterial 

medicine. Hence, the study done on phytochemicals can be considered as a promising 

way for developing drugs with less complications leading to tuberculosis management. 

By gene expression analysis we were able to find the medicinal plants having an effect for 

diabetes also upon further target finding could get the phytochemical associated genes. 

Matching them with the GEO selected dataset we were able to get 22 genes from the 

phytochemicals. From literature, we found that some plants like Allium cepa, Allium 

sativum, Aloe vera, Also, its reported that onion among the top medicinal plant in terms of 

safety and efficacy. Although research shows that numerous herbs have the potential of 

anti-mycobacterial activity. Taking this into account further searched for the plant 

phytochemicals and their associated genes. Taking this into account further searched for 

the plant phytochemicals and their associated genes. It was found that onion had the 

maximum number 291 matched genes. A PPI networking was done to find the inner 

relation between the genes, keeping the confidence score ‘0.4’ there was a total of 12 

interaction found. TNF and SRC were among the most interacted down- regulated genes 

and TGM2 was the one gene that was getting upregulated. Then the DEGs isolated were 

taken for gene enrichment analysis. In biological process, positive regulation of cellular 

response to organic compound, chemokine binding, chemokine receptor activity, protein-

arginine deiminase activity. Integral component of plasma membrane, pseudopodium, 

chitosome, granule membrane were enriched in cellular component and in molecular 

function carbonate dehydratase activity, channel activity, ATPase binding, Hydro-lyase 



                                                                           

activity, L-amino acid transporter transmembrane activity were found to be over-

represented. Analysis of wikipathways identified Metabolism of alpha-linolenic acid, 

Nanomaterial-induced inflammasome activation, Small Ligand GPCRs, Benzene 

metabolism, Melatonin metabolism and effects are the highly enriched pathways 

associated to those DEGs obtained from the matched phytochemical genes. 

The enrichment analysis by Enrichr provided helpful information on the phytochemicals 

and how the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) get regulated by the pathway 

enrichment. It can be concluded that TNF, SRC are the most regulated genes and also aryl 

hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) signaling pathway affects the DEGs the most to enhance the 

metabolism. Not only this, the biological ontologies of cellular response are affected by 

the downregulated genes. After numerous research it has been found that raw and several 

extracts from onion helped in controlling tuberculosis. Similarly, in our study we have 

also found that genes from various molecules/compounds of fenugreek plant having anti-

mycobacterial activity. 

Currently, only few plants like Aloe vera, onion, garlic and fenugreek has been explored  

so, exploring the other medicinal plant having anti-diabetic property is the future plan.



                                                                           

                                                           CHAPTER 6  

                                            CONCLUSION                                    

Disorder like tuberculosis specific competitive genes and medicinal plant- based 

phytochemicals were identified by gene expression analysis. Also identified the most regulated 

genes from a very large number of differentially expressed genes. To the best of our knowledge 

no such studies have been done before on the DEGs from plant phytochemical and their 

functional and gene enrichment analysis for tuberculosis. In this work, we proposed a 

methodology for identifying potential biomarkers and plant phytochemicals. Furthermore, we 

found the most expressed genes and their associated pathways and biological process that can 

be helpful for further understanding the mechanism underlying pathogenesis of tuberculosis. 

In depth, such research has not yet been  done so more attention is needed in this field. 

Phytochemicals are plant derived metabolites possessing antioxidant and free radical 

scavenging activity can be of great therapeutic importance. Recently, plant-based therapeutics 

is getting light as several evidences are found for its potential to develop drugs with lesser side-

effects as anti-mycobacterial drugs . In future more resource and experiments are needed for 

the unexplored plants to find their metabolites and effects in developing drugs before going for 

clinical trials just to ascertain any side effects. 
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